


You gaze outside and see a dark form on 5 Falling rain marks the beginning of
the horizon. As it gets closer, you see that it the second stage of a thunderstorm. The
is a dark towering cloud with a top shaped second stage is called the mature stage. The
like an anvil. It is a cumulonimbus cloud. mature stage is characterized by thunder
What kind of weather should you expect? and lightning.

2 Huge cwnulonimbus clouds often bring
thunderstorms. A thunderstorm is a storm VReadlng Check
accompanied by thunder and lightning.
Thunderstorms are among the most 4. Lightning forms during the __.
common types of severe weather. a. cumulus stage

VReadlng' Check
b. mature stage
c. precipitation stage

2. Which of the following often comes 6 Lightning is the flash that occurs when
with a thunderstorm? an electric current flows between two areas
a. freezing temperatures with opposite charges. Lightning may occur
b. thunder within a cloud, between clouds, or between
c. ci rrus clouds a cloud and the ground.

7 Lightning is extremely hot. It heats
3 A thunderstorm can form when two air the surrounding air to intensely high

masses of different temperatures meet. A temperatures. The superheated air rapidly
thunderstorn~ can also form along a cold expands and then contracts. This produces
front. In rare conditions, a group of long- the sound we call thunder. Sound waves
lasting, violent thunderstorms forms. Such travel more slowly than light waves, so
a group is called a supercell. A supercell you usually see lightning before you hear
can last for several hours and cause thunder.
damage from winds and heavy rains.

VReadlng Check
VReadlng Check

5. Light waves travel __ sound
3. A group of thunderstorms is called waves.

a a. faster than
a. supercell b. slower than
b. superstorm c. at the same speed as
c. hurricane

8 The mature stage of a thunderstorm
4 Whether they are weak or strong, all is also characterized by heavy rains and

thunderstorms go through three stages. The sometimes hail. Rain cools the air as it
first stage of a thunderstorm is the cumulus falls. Cooling air produces downdrafts, or
stage in which air begins to rise. Upward- downward-moving air. Downdrafts occur
moving air is called an updraft. Updrafts alongside updrafts, forming the strong
transport moist air to the upper regions winds associated with thunderstorms.
of a cloud. The cloud grows into a tall
cumulonimbus cloud, and rain begins
to fall.
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9 Downdrafts spread out when they reach
the ·ground. The moist air near Earth's
surface can no longer flow upward. The
storm begins to lose energy and enters the
last stage of the cycle, which is called the
dissipation stage. During the dissipation
stage, updrafts stop. Eventually, the rain
stops too.

10 The hazards of thunderstorms include
lightning, strong winds, hail, and flooding.
Lightning is especially dangerous. To avoid

Word Study

danger during a thundei'storm, you should
always seek shelter immediately. If you are
caught outside, stay away from isolated
trees and water.

VReadlng Check

6. __ during the dissipation stage.
a. Downdrafts form
b. Lightning fiashes
c. Updrafts stop

Suffixes A suffix is a syllable that can be added to the end of a word to
modify its meaning. Often, -ist means "one who specializes in," -er means
"one who does," and -ian means "one who has a relation to or skill in."

biology + ist = biologist (one who specializes in biology)
teach + er = teacher (one who teaches)
politics + ian = politician (one who has a relation to politics or skill in politics)

Read each word in bold type and the incomplete definition. Write tIle
word tllat completes tIle definition.

7. matllematician: one who has a skill in
8. climatologist: one who specializes in __
9. storm cllaser: one who

10. musician: one who has a skill in
11. psycllologist: one who specializes in __
12. pllysicist: one who specializes in __
13. meteorologist: one who specializes in __
14. geograpller: one who studies __
15. researcller: one who
16. llistorian: one who has a skill in
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Standardized Test Practice
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Average Number of Thunderstorm Days Annually

Maps Maps contain a lot of data. Look at the map key or legend
to understand the meaning of the colors and symbols on the map.
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18. The states that have the most thunderstorms annually are located in the __.
A. Northwest
B. Southwest

•C. Northeast

D. Southeast

19. The states that have the fewest thunderstorms annually are located in the __
portion of the United States.
A. northern
B. southern
C. western
D. eastern

Test Tip

Multiple Choice Use the map to answer the q,uestions.

17. The orange color stands for __ thunderstorm days annually.
A. more than 70
B. between 50 and 70
C. between 30 and 50
D. less than 10


